1. Basic Rules
- start on starting “X”
- toss bean bag
- stand where it lands and toss again
- count tosses to get inside goal

2. Design a Hole
- make it a unique experience
- can add stroke penalties & special rules
- design 2 holes using this mechanic
  - an easier “learning” hole - “A”
  - plus one “advanced” hole - “B”
- the stroke par for both holes must add to 7
- create clear instructions
  (you will not be around when your hole is played!)

3. Tournament!
- play as many holes as possible
- fill out a scorecard for each hole you play
- add up your total score for A + B
- place a scorecard in the B scoring hole
- max score for a hole is 14 (double par)

4. Winning
- individual with LOWEST score wins a hole
- team with the closest average to par 7 wins
- plus we will vote on the most fun hole
  (you will not be around when your hole is played!)
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